Our country was taken over by all the 1%ers,
Whose goals are known globally: to get a whole lot richer.
Election was won, by the vote of white disenfranchised
whose goals are very simple: how to have less hunger.
In all those states where unemployment, drugs and poverty,
He promised them a job, while boosting all their worries:
fears of the whole extinction of all whites and their kin
his plan is an illusion, meant to make them vote: “in!”
The GDP has a nice curb that looks like an expansion
The lie these 1%ers say, on TV they have sung
The media exaggerated it all: “O. is not a native son!”
These poor don't even know what harm they all have done.
DeVos will take the money that’s for our public schools
And move those funds so fast for profit entities.
Woman of only 2, she has not studied
that Neighborhoods without a school become a cemetery
He said he’ll bring back all the jobs or add on all these
tariffs
“15 dollars? Too high an hour!” said Puzder: “put in
robots”

Mnuchin brand new tax system, for Wall Street and their
bunch
But for other Americans, no change we'll see each month
Tom Price says women's bodies are not for her to choose
All the health providers, will all their money loose
He doesn't want the rich to pay for everyone's bad health
But wants for just a few stem cells to be counted as a "self"
Carson has a stance on the poor that is a dangerous tirade
He says those who will not work -do not deserve our aid
Housing is huge, imperative, for him to make a mess
Did you know now that he is also in charge of
homelessness?
“One week!” Trump said he'll “stop the crime” in cities like
Chicago
As Sessions marches in his office, cops are ready to go
he should be the people's advocate in matters of the law
Can he now be our protector with his established flaw?
Police asked him straight up, you know, to militarize them
all

I fear they will- in inner cities- instore the Marshall Law
More death by cop will follow with this proven racist force
while prison stocks will profit without even remorse
So hey, Today is just day one of 1466.
Millions are organizing -go out and find what you can fix.
Are you ready to stay awake and fight for all injustice?
or when another Sandra Bland is killed- will you be absent?
We are joining together, to learn how to resist.
This is not just a one day thing, the battles will be many
We will stay strong and vigilant to protect all our people.
Meanwhile prepare America for after 2020.
History will tell stories of this nascent resistance
We will remember when day one, we came to say our
peace.
He was elected, yes he was, but we are all awoken.
America is beautiful even from good ol' Suisse

